
Activity: 

Directions: Define the following. Write your answers in a 1 whole sheet of paper.

A. Origami 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

B.  

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

C. Manga 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

D. Anime 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

E. Kumadori 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

F. Ukiyo-e 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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 “It is a thousand times better to have common sense without education than to have education without 

common sense.” –Robert G. Ingersoll 

Directions: Read the fable “The Lion Makers” carefully and answer the comprehension questions in 

meaningful sentences. (15 points) 

The Lion Makers 
From the Panchatantra 

In a certain town were four Brahmans who lived in friendship. Three of them had reached the far shore of 

scholarship but lacked sense. The other found scholarship distasteful; he had nothing but sense. 

One day they met for consultation. “What is the use of attainments,” they said, “if one does not travel, win the 

favour of kings, and acquire money? Whatever we do, let us all travel.” 

But when they had gone a little way, the eldest of them said, “One of us, the fourth, is a dullard, having 

nothing but sense. Now nobody gains the favourable attention of kings by sense without scholarship. 

Therefore, we will not share our earnings with him. Let him turn back and go home.” Then the second said, 

“My intelligent friend, you lack scholarship. Please go home.” But the third said, “No, no. This is no way to 

behave. For we have played together since we were little boys. Come along, my noble friend. You shall have a 

share of the money we will earn.” 

With this agreement, they continued their journey, and in a forest found the bones of a dead lion. Thereupon, 

one of them said, “A good opportunity to test the ripeness of our scholarship. Here lies some kind of creature, 

dead. Let us bring it to life by means of our scholarship that we have honestly won.” 

Then the first said, “I know how to assemble a skeleton.” The second said, “I can supply skin, flesh and blood.” 

The third said, “I can give it life.” So the first assembled the skeleton, the second provide the skin, flesh, and 

blood. But while the third was intent on giving the breath of life, the man of sense advised against it, 

remarking, “This is a lion. If you bring him to life, he will kill every one of us.” 

“You simpleton!” said the other. “It is not I who will reduce scholarship to a nullity.” “In that case, came the 

reply, “wait a moment, while I climb this convenient tree.” 

And that is why they say:  
Scholarship is less than sense; 
Therefore seek intelligence; 
Senseless scholars in their pride 
Made a lion, then they died. 

Comprehension Questions: 

1. Describe the four Brahmans in the fable.

2. According to the three Brahmans, what is the use of their attainment or scholarship?

3. What incident put the friends to test their scholarship?

4. Why do you think does the fourth Brahman want to climb the tree?

5. Which do you think is greater: common sense or intelligence? Defend your answer.

Source: English of the New Generation – Afro-Asian Literature Second Year pp. 93 - 96 
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Topic: Campus Journalism 
Journalism came from the latin word “diurnal” which means daily. In Ancient Rome, short bulletins of battles, 
fires, and elections compiled by government officials were posted up in public places. “Acta Diurna” means 
daily events.  
Campus journalism is said to be one of the most powerful laws that promote the rights of youth, yet also one 
of the most disregarded laws.  
You, as student, must be familiar with journalism which is a form of writing that tells about events and 
achievements of the school. It promotes and trains the aspiring students in news writing especially about 
things that happen inside the campus. 
News is information about current events printed in newspapers or broadcasted by the media (Microsoft 

Encarta, 2009). In news writing, the inverted pyramid is used as it suggests that news be told in order of most 

interesting or most important to least interesting or least important detail. The paragraph that contains the 

most important part of the article which summarizes the story is called lead. It arouses the readers’ interest as 

it answers the most important questions about the news: who, what, when, where, why, and how. 

Exercise A. Directions: Study the lead of the news story below and answer the questions in complete 

sentences. (5 points)  

1. What event is the news all about?

_____________________________________________ 

2. Who are involved in the news?

_____________________________________________ 

3. When did the event occur?

_____________________________________________ 

4. Where did the news happen?

_____________________________________________ 

5. When was the news published?

_____________________________________________ 

Exercise B. Directions: Answer the following questions in meaningful sentences. (10 points) 

1. What qualities do you need as a journalist? (3 points)

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. How do you keep informed of the news? (3 points)

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Cite some ways on how you can avoid misinformation and “fake news”? (4 points)

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Format: 

 Write your answers in one whole sheet of paper

 Should contain the name, grade and section, & date submitted at the upper part of the paper

 Must have parent’s signature at the bottom right of the paper

Source: www.tempo.com.ph 



Pagsasanay # 1. 

Panuto: Bilugan sa loob ng kahon ang kasingkahulugan ng salita o pariralang nakasalungguhit batay sa 

 pagkakagamit sa pangungusap. Isulat sa buong papel. 

1. Ang tamis ng tinig ng batang mang-aawit.

ganda  saya  sarap 

2. Naalala niya ang buwitreng dumagit sa kaniya.

dumaan  kumuha  lumipad 

3. Ang alaala ng kamusmusan ay tigib ng kasiyahan.

wala  kulang  puno 

4. Tinangkang daklutin ng ibong arkon ang hiyas na nakasabit sa dibdib ni Florante.

sunggaban  ilipad  nakawin 

5. Sa pagtuntong ni Florante sa siyam na taon ay kinahiligan niya ang pagliwaliw sa burol.

pagpapahinga      pag-idlip  pagtulog 

6. Tiwala ang ama na yayabong ang isipan ng anak sa paaralan.

mamumunga  uunlad  matuto 

7. Tinudla ng pana ang puso ni Floresca at napa-ibig kay Duke Briseo.

tinulak  tinamaan  tinusok 

Pagsasanay #2 

Panuto: Basahin ang mga sumusunod na katanungan sa Subukin Ang Pag-unawa at sagutan sa isang buong 

papel. 

1. Tungkol saan ang isinalaysay ni Florante?

2. Saan ipinanganak at lumaki si Florante? Ilarawan ito.

3. Paanong nalagay sa kapahamakan ang buhay ni Florante?

4. Bakit ipinadala si Florante sa Atenas?
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5. Ilahad ang mga kaisipang pinabaon nu Duke Briseo sa kanyang anak si Florante.

6. Paano tinanggap ng pamilya ang desisyon ni Duke Briseo sa pag-alis ng kaniyang anak? Bakit

mahalagang pagkatiwalaan ang mga desisyong ginagawa ng ating mga magulang para sa ating buhay?

7. Sa iyong pananaw, natamo ba ni Florante ang mga karapatan ng isang bata? Ipaliwanag.

Sanggunian: Filipino ng Lahi 8 

 Pamagat: Pagbabalik-tanaw ni Florante pahina 281-282 
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Directions:  Watch an Illustrator tutorial on Youtube with the given link below: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L9L6RdHBQtY  then, following the given format, make a written 
documentation about the steps and procedures on the activity in the said video tutorial. 

Activity Title:  ___________________________________________________. 

Steps and Procedures 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L9L6RdHBQtY


SUPPLEMENTARY LESSON AND ACTIVITIES 
March 16-20, 2020 

Topic: Theoretical and Experimental Probability 

A. Theoretical probability is the probability that is calculated using math formulas. This is the probability 

based on Math theory. 

P (Event) = 
                            

                                 

Example: 

A 6- sided die rolled and a coin is tossed. Find the probability of getting a 4 on a die and getting a tail. 

Solution: 

Since rolling a die and tossing a coin are independent events, find first the probability of each event. 

P (4)    = 
 

 
 (There is only one 4 in a die and there are 6 total outcomes in a die –  1,2,3,4,5,6.) 

P (Head)    = 
 

 
    (There is only one head in a coin and it has 2 outcomes – head or tail. ) 

According to the result, the probability of getting a 4 on a die and getting a tail is 
 

  
 or 8.3%. 

B. Experimental probability is the probability that is calculated when the actual situation or problem is 

performed as an experiment. 

P (Event) = 
                            

                   

Steps: 

1. Identify what constitute the trials.

2. Perform your trials.

3. Make a table of results.

Example:  

You want to know the probability of getting a 4 when you roll a die. 

Identify what constitute the trials: In rolling a die, you can get either  1, 2,3,4,5 and 6 

Perform 10 trials and record it. 

Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 Trial 6 Trial 7 Trial 8 Trial 9 Trial 10 

5 1 3 4 3 4 1 6 3 4 

 In this experiment, there are two 4 out of 10 trials. Therefore, probability of getting a 4 when you roll a die is 
 

  
 or 20%. 
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Answer the following on a one whole sheet of paper. (10 points) 

1. Maria has a jar that contains of 15 balls of which 4 balls are red, 7 balls are green, and 4 balls are yellow. If

a ball is drawn at random, what is the probability (theoretically) that it is

a. a blue ball?

b. not a green ball?

c. a red ball?

d. not a yellow ball?

e. a green ball?

2. If two dice are rolled, what is the theoretical probability that a sum of 3 will show up?

3. If the spinner spun 200 times and the results are given in the following table:

Color RED YELLOW BLUE GREEN WHITE PINK ORANGE PURPLE 

Frequency 23 14 17 25 35 46 12 28 

a. What is the experimental probability of getting green?

b. What is the experimental probability of getting yellow?

c. What is the experimental probability of getting pink?

Activity 2 

Identify whether the theoretical or experimental probability is applied in each case. Write your answer on a 

one whole sheet of paper. (10 points) 

1. The probability of getting no tail when tossing two coins is  
 

 
.

2. Maria and Mario played mobile legends 40 times. Maria won 15 times. The probability the Maria will win

the next game is  
  

  
 = 37.5.

3. The probability of drawing a spade from a deck of cards is
  

  
 = 0. 25. 

4. The probability of getting a head when tossing a coin is 
 

  
.

5. Marela tosses a coin 120 times and gets 75 heads and 45 tails. The probability of obtaining a head is
  

   
 = 

62.5. 

Activity 3 

   Toss a coin 25 times and record the outcomes in the table. Write your answer on a 1 whole sheet of paper. 

(10 points) 

OUTCOME HEAD TAIL 

TALLY 

FREQUENCY 

1. What is the experimental probability of getting a head?

2. What is the experimental probability of getting a tail?

Activity 1 



MARCH 16-20, 2020 

TO DO LIST: 

Activity 1 

1. Cut pictures of the following folk dances and paste it on a short bond paper

a. Pangalay

b. Binislakan

c. Sua-ku-sua

d. Sakuting
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LESSON 1 

THE CELL CYCLE AND CELL DIVISION 

The cell cycle is a series of events that leads the cells to duplicate their genetic contents and divide into two 

daughter cells. This is an essential activity by which all organisms reproduce. 

 Before cell division can happen, a cell undergoes an important process of praparing itself before dividing.. 

Phases of the cell cycle There are two phases of the cell cycle- the interphase and mitosis phase. 

Interphase is the period during the cell cycle of a cell’s growth and development. 

In this process, the following things occurs: 

1. DNA is copied, which result in two identical sets of genetic materia.

2. A new cell membrane is manufactured.

3. The cell grows until rearches approximately twice its original size.

4. The cell pinches in the middle, eventually splitting into two cells.

During interphase makes up most of the cell cycle, newly produced cells begin interphase with a period of rapid 

growth – the cell gets bigger. 

The mitotic phase of the cell cycle follows interphase. It consists of two stages: mitosis and cytokinesis. 

In mitosis, the nucleus and its contents divide. In cytikinesis, the cytoplasm and its content divide. Daughter 

cells are the two new cells that result from mitosis and cytikinesis. 
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 Gap phase 1- the cell increases in size, the organelles double themselves, and the DNA molecules replicate.

 Synthesis phase- replication of chromatids happens due to the replication of DNA molecules. Chromatids

form another set of chromatids and attaches to them.

 Gap phase 2 – the final preparation of the cell where it double checks the genes in the DNA of the replicated

chromosomes.

After gap phase 2, the cell is now ready to undergo mitosis.  

Phases of mitosis: 

Prophase: 

Double – stranded chromosomes are formed while nuclear envelope starts to disappear. 

Copied DNA condense into chromosomes. 

Metaphase: during metaphase, the spindle fibers pull and push the duplicated chromosomes to the middle of 

the cell. Each pair centriole moves in the opposite pole of the cell. 

Metaphase is the shortest phase in mitosis.  



Anaphase – the third stage of mitosis. The two sister chromatids in each chromosome separate from each 

other. The spindle fibers pull them in opposite directions.  

Telophase-  the spindle fiber begin to disappear. A nuclear membrane forms around the chromatin. 

Chromosomes begin to unwind. Spindle fibers begin to break down. Two identical nuclei form. Telophase is 

the final stage of mitosis.  



I.Identify the stages of the cell cycle. ( 10 points) 

Reference:  Integrated Science 8 pages 337- 343 



DIRECTIONS: Make a research about restaurant personnel and describe their particular role on a 
restaurant services. 

Examples: 

NOTE: Write your answer on a 1 whole sheet of paper. 
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Learning in a Peaceful Environment 

What is Bullying? 

Bullying is a serious matter that needs to be prevented. The act of inflicting harm to others through physical (beating 

up), verbal (teasing, threating), social (spreading humours, exclusion) 

The Bullying Triangle 

a. The bully may be one or more who thinks of themselves as powerful and aim to inflict harm to other people. There

are factors why kids bully, it may vary from uncontrolled anger to revenge, being surrounded with violence, family

problems, social insecurities, power, recognition and being “cool”.

b. The target meanwhile is usually sensitive, quiet, anxious, and insecure. They most lack social skills and is afraid to

develop peer relationships. They are the assertive type of person who’d rather spend time alone.

c. The bystander in normally the ally of the bully. They play as the witness to the bullying incident.

ACTIVITY: 

Directions Read the statement below. Choose one and reflect on what it means. Write down your reflections in a one 

whole sheet of paper. 

1. Bullying shows lack of respect for human rights.

2. A bystander or ally has the responsibility of helping the victim

3. A person needs to respect, friendliness and kindness in order not to become a bully

4. Violent games should be avoided.

5. Avoiding bullying is not a sign of weakness but a sign of love for oneself, peace and life.

The bully 

The Target The bystander 
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Topic Coverage: Age of Enlightenment 

Date coverage: March 16-20, 2020 

Direction: Watch the documentary about the summary of Age of enlightenment 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70Iwaa8ZHp k use this link as your reference to your       

activity. You may   search on the internet for the additional information. Follow the format and put it in long 

bond paper. Put the picture of the following enlightenment thinkers on the left box and explain their 

significance and contribution in our lives.     

Gottfriend Liebniz 

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________ 

John Locke 

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________ 

Voltaire 

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________ 
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Thomas Jefferson 

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________ 

Isaac Newton 

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________ 




